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Introduction: Magmatic iron meteorites are frag-

ments of planetesimal cores which formed after metal-
silicate separation and subsequent crystallization of 
metallic melt [e.g., 1]. The extinct 182Hf-182W system is 
ideally suited to investigate the chronology of metal 
segregation in iron meteorite parent bodies [e.g., 2], 
but neutron capture effects induced during cosmic ray 
exposure modified the W isotope compositions of most 
iron meteorites [e.g., 2]. Dating core formation in iron 
meteorite parent bodies using Hf-W chronometry, 
therefore, requires correction for cosmic ray-induced 
W isotope shifts. Recently, Pt isotopes were shown to 
represent a reliable and direct neutron dosimeter for 
iron meteorites [3,4]. Empirical correlations obtained 
through combined Pt and W isotope analyses provide 
‘pre-exposure’ 182W/184W for a given iron meteorite 
group with a precision of 5-10 ppm (95% conf.) [3]. 
The aim of the present study is to investigate whether 
differences in pre-exposure 182W/184W exist between or 
within iron meteorite groups, and whether these differ-
ences reflect small variations in the timing of metal 
segregation in iron meteorite parent bodies.  

Sample preparation: Samples from IIAB, IIIAB, 
and IVA irons were selected for this study. Care was 
taken to use samples with varying degrees of irradia-
tion as evidenced by their reported 182W/184W and no-
ble gas concentrations. The procedures used to sepa-
rate and measure Pt and W isotopes are based on pub-
lished studies [3,5-6]. All Pt and about half of the W 
isotope measurements were performed on a Thermo-
Scientific Neptune Plus MC-ICPMS at the University 
of Münster. The other half of the W isotope analyses 
were carried out on a ThermoFischer Triton TIMS at 
UMd. Results are reported as !182W and !19iPt (i.e., 
0.01% deviations) relative to terrestrial compositions. 

Results: The collected Pt and W data are shown in 
Fig. 1. All studied irons display strong deficits in !182W 
varying from "3.29 to "4.82. The same samples show 
excesses in !196Pt (up to +1.04) and !192Pt (up to 
+17.4). At least two samples of each iron meteorite 
group studied have !196Pt ~ 0, which indicates a negli-
gible (epi)thermal neutron flux for these samples. 

Discussion: Well-defined Pt-W isotope correla-
tions are obtained for all investigated groups of irons 
(Fig. 1) and so pre-exposure !182W values can be de-
termined for each of the studied groups from the inter-
cept of the !196Pt-!182W correlations [3]. The regres-
sion-derived pre-exposure !182W values correspond to 

"3.39±0.04 (95% conf.) for the IIAB irons, "3.34±0.06 
for the IIIAB irons, and "3.32±0.05 for the IVA irons 
(Fig. 1,2). 
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IVA iron meteorites:
ε182Wpre-exposure = −3.32±0.05 
slope = −1.22±0.63 (95 % conf.)
MSWD = 0.18

ε196Pt

IIIAB iron meteorites:
ε182Wpre-exposure = −3.34±0.06 
slope = −1.05±0.27 (95 % conf.)
MSWD = 0.02

IIAB iron meteorites:
ε182Wpre-exposure = −3.39±0.04 
slope = −1.39±0.12 (95 % conf.)
MSWD = 0.52
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Fig. 1: !182W vs. !196Pt obtained in this study for (a) IIAB, (b) IIIAB, 
and (c) IVA irons. Solid lines are best-fit regressions through the 
data. Also shown are modeled arrays from [3] for neutron capture on 
Pt and W isotopes in iron meteorites (white squares). Error bars 
indicate external uncertainties (95% conf.). Some data for IVA irons 
are from [3]. For Cape York the mean of two analyses is shown. 
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These pre-exposure !182W values are higher than the 
CAI initial of "3.51±0.10 [7] and correspond to model 
ages of core formation >1 Myr after formation of CAI 
(except perhaps for the IIAB irons whose pre-exposure 
!182W slightly overlaps with the CAI initial). Notably, 
the pre-exposure !182W of "3.39±0.04 determined here 
for the IIAB irons is significantly lower than previous-
ly obtained values for IVB ("3.26±0.06) and IID irons 
("3.20±0.10) [3]. Thus, for the first time differences in 
pre-exposure !182W and, hence, small variations in the 
time of metal segregation can be resolved among dif-
ferent groups of magmatic iron meteorites. 

Our new results suggest that the IID and IVB par-
ent bodies segregated their metal cores ~1–2 Myr later 
than the IIAB parent body, while core formation ages 
for the IIIAB and IVA irons define the middle of the 
range (Fig. 2). An interesting collorary of this interpre-
tation is that the abundance of moderately volatile el-
ements show an inverse correlation with their pre-
exposure !182W (Ga/Ni and Ge/Ni decrease in the order 
IIAB>IIIAB>IVA>IVB [8], while  !182W increases in 
the same order). This suggests that the more volatile 
element depleted parent bodies, such as the IVB irons, 
differentiated slightly later than those parent bodies 
with chondritic abundances of moderately volatile el-
ements (e.g., the IIAB irons).  

A possible caveat of the above interpretation is that 
the resolved pre-exposure !182W reflect different time-
integrated Hf/W of the precursor material which ac-
creted to the iron meteorite parent bodies. Such differ-
ences could have been caused by metal-silicate frac-
tionation in the solar nebula, for example by sorting of 
metal and silicate grains, as has been observed for H 
chondrites and some primitive achondrites [9,10]. The 
IVB irons show depletions in refractory elements like 
Mo and W relative to CI chondrites [11], in line with 
some CAI that show evidence for high-temperature 
oxidation [12]. If the precursor material of the IVB 
irons was depleted in W, then its time-integrated Hf/W 
would be higher than chondritic. To account for the 
observed differences in !182W, this nebular Hf/W frac-
tionation would need to have occurred early, at about 
the time of CAI formation, and the distinct Hf/W res-
ervoirs must have persisted in the nebula for some time 
before accretion of the iron meteorite parent bodies.  

Two samples from Cape York (IIIAB) have 
!196Pt~0, but an average !182W of "3.41±0.04 (95% 
conf.), significantly lower than the !182W obtained for 
the IIIAB iron Willamette, which also has  !196Pt~0 
(Fig. 1b). Cape York and Fairview (IIIAB) likewise  
may define a correlation line that is parallel to but low-
er than that defined by the other IIIAB irons. Such 
heterogeneity in !182W for a given iron meteorite 
group, and in particular the different !182W of 

Willamette and Cape York, cannot be due to neutron 
capture effects but may point to small differences in 
the time of metal segregation. Formation of the IIIAB 
core, therefore, does not seem to have taken place by a 
single core formation event, but more likely occurred 
by several distinct events of metal segregation during 
protracted accretion. Since distinct !182W have been 
preserved in the IIIAB iron meteorite suite, the "late" 
metal additions to the core must have occurred when 
parts of the core had already crystallized. Clearly, 
more analyses are needed to confirm this hypothesis.  
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Fig. 2: Pre-exposure !182W for the major iron meteorite groups and 
their associated Hf-W model ages. The data points for the IID and 
IVB irons are from [3]. The CAI initial is from [7]  

 
Conclusion: Using empirical Pt-W isotope correla-

tions we obtained 182W/184W for the IIAB, IID, IIIAB, 
IVA, and IVB iron meteorite groups which are unaf-
fected by neutron capture. The pre-exposure 182W/184W  
of the IIAB irons is significantly lower than that of the 
IVB and IID irons, suggesting that the IIAB parent 
body segregated its core ~1–2 Myr earlier than the 
latter two groups. Our results suggest that most iron 
meteorite parent bodies segregated their cores >1 Myr 
after the formation of CAI and provide the first hint of 
a complex and more protracted metal segregation his-
tory of the IIIAB iron meteorite parent body. 
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